
Structure of DNA

Introductory Videos:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qy8dk5iS1f0

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGHkHMoyC5I

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qy8dk5iS1f0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGHkHMoyC5I


DNA is a macromolecule made of nucleotides. Each human cell 

carries a complete set of DNA containing about 12.5 billion 

nucleotides.

The basic structure of a deoxyribonucleotide is a phosphate group, a 

deoxyribose sugar and a nitrogenous base. 



By switching the base, you create different nucleotides. 

There are four different types of nucleotides that make up DNA.

Deoxyadenosine or “Adenine” for short

Purines have bases with a double ring

Deoxyguanosine or “Guanine” for short

Pyrimidines have 

bases with a single ring

Deoxycytidine or “Cytosine” for short

Deoxythymidine or “Thymine” for short



Nucleotides form covalent phosphodiester bonds between the sugar of one 

nucleotide and the phosphate of the next nucleotide. 

Human DNA molecules are millions of nucleotides long.



• The DNA backbone is the long, continuous chain of alternating deoxyribose 
sugars and phosphate groups. 

• The phosphates have a negative charge 
that cause the whole molecule to be very polar.

• The bases stick out from the sugars.



• DNA is double-stranded, meaning that each 
molecule is composed of two strands, each with its 
own backbone and own set of bases protruding from 
the sugars.

• However, the bases on each strand are 
complementary. The two strands are held together by 
hydrogen bonds between the bases and these bonds 
will only form between an adenine and a thymine, or 
a guanine and a cytosine. So each strand predicts the 
base sequence of the other strand (if you made one 
strand disappear, you could still figure out the 
sequence of the other strand).

A  - T G  - C 
T  - A      C  - G

• These are called base pairs

• HONORS: Note that the backbone of each strand 
runs in the opposite direction. This is why one strand 
ends with a phosphate and the other ends with a 
sugar

base pair



• DNA twists into a double helix shape because of the way 
the atoms interact with one another forming its three 
dimensional shape.

• If you know how many of any one of the four nucleotides 
there are in a sample of DNA, you can figure out how of 
each of the other three nucleotides there are as well. This 
is called Chargaff’s rule after the scientist who 
discovered this relationship between the bases.

Try It!

1. If a sample of DNA contains 400 million base pairs, 
and 30% are thymines, then how many of each of the 
four nucleotides does it contain?

2. What is the complementary sequence to the following 
strand of DNA:

A T G G G C T A C A C G T A G G A C

3. What percentage of each nucleotide makes up the 
strand above?

4. What percentage of each nucleotide makes up the 
whole double stranded DNA that matches the strand 
above?

How the structure of DNA was solved: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VegLVn_1oCE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VegLVn_1oCE


DNA Models: Must include at least 10 base pairs

Honors: Each nucleotide must clearly show the sugar, phosphate, and 
nitrogenous base that makes it up

CP: Each nucleotide must be clearly identified by its nitrogenous base

Don’t forget to include a key!

Honors must build the backbone so that 

you can see the sugars and phosphate 

groups. Be sure that you have a 3’ and 5’ 

end for each strand and that the strands 

are antiparallel to one another.

CP needs to only to 

differentiate the bases

Honors only



DNA in Prokaryotic Cells

• May be linear or circular

• Contained in the nuclear region (nucleoid) of the cytoplasm 
because prokaryotes don’t have a nucleus

• May also include short, circular plasmids which play an important 
role in helping bacteria give and receive copies of genes from other 
bacteria (this is how antibiotic resistance spreads between different 
strains of bacteria)

• Bacteria reproduce asexually via binary fission



DNA in Eukaryotic Cells

• Contained in the nucleus 

• Always linear, no plasmids

• Cell division occurs via mitosis

During mitosis, a eukaryotic cell divides into 

two daughter cells. The DNA is replicated 

before the cell divides. Each daughter cell 

receives an identical copy of the DNA. 



DNA in Eukaryotic Cells

• Much more DNA than prokaryotic cells 
(humans about 12 feet of DNA per cell)

• DNA is coiled around histone proteins to help pack it into the cell 
– this is called chromotin

• Chromatin is supercoiled to help pack it into the nucleus – called 
chromosomes

chromatin

chromosome

DNALC: DNA Packing 

http://www.dnalc.org/resources/3d/07-how-dna-is-packaged-basic.html



DNA Packing in Eukaryotic Cells
HONORS

Supercoiling



HONORS



• Contain all of the genes an organism needs to survive and reproduce

• Genes are segments of DNA that specify how to build a protein

• Each gene (segment of DNA) is copied using RNA and the copy is 
“read” by a ribosome that uses the encoded instructions to put amino 
acids in the correct order (thus building the polypeptide that will 
become the protein when properly folded and finished)

Chromosomes

The proteins do most of the work in cells (build, 
communicate, etc). So if a protein does not work 
do to a mutation, a genetic disorder may result.

DNA Learning Center: How Much of Our Genes Code for Proteins?

http://www.dnalc.org/resources/3d/09-how-much-dna-codes-for-protein.html



• Chromosome maps are used to show the locus (location) of 
genes on a chromosome

Chromosomes



• The E. coli genome

 includes about 4,000 genes in 
a single, circular chromosome

 some strains also have 
plasmids

 In biotechnology, E. coli is 
used for many purposes, 
including to produce human 
proteins using human genes 
that have been transplanted 
into the bacterial cells

Chromosomes

Gene map for an E. Coli 

chromosome



• The human genome

 Includes about 30,000 genes packaged into 24 different chromosomes

 Each person has 46 chromosomes, 23 from mother and 23 from father

 22 of the pairs are called 
autosomes – they are 
homologous (contain the 
same genes)

 The 23rd pair is the 
“sex chromosomes”

• Females have two 
X chromosomes which 
are homologous

• Males have an 
X chromosome and a 
Y chromosome which 
are NOT homologous 
because each of these 
chromosomes contains 
a different set of genes 

Chromosomes KNOW 

this slide!

Human Karyotype 



• The human genome

 This type of diagram is called a karyotype

 Notice that the chromosomes are ordered and numbered according to their 
size, largest first and the 
smallest is the 22nd pair.
The sex chromosomes are
last since they are a special
case.

 Each chromosome contains
a different set of genes. 
For example, chromosome 1
has the same set of genes, 
and you have two copies of 
this chromosome  – one set 
from mom and one set from 
dad – but none of the other 
chromosomes have
those same genes.

Chromosomes KNOW 

this slide!

Human Karyotype 



This movie illustrates the great 

complexity of the human genome

• Chromosome 11 Flyover

http://www.dnalc.org/resources/3d/chr11.html

• Introns are regions of the DNA that code for proteins while exons are 

regions of DNA that do not. Many human genes are actually made up 

multiple introns separated by two or more exons. During protein 

synthesis, the exons are spliced out of the mRNA.

• Transposons (a.k.a. transposable elements or TE’s) – are DNA regions 

that include genes for proteins that cause the region to be cut out and 

pasted into another region on the same chromosome or a different 

chromosome. For this reason, they are also called “jumping genes”. 

Half of all human DNA and 90% of corn DNA is made up of 

transposons. Most are silent (do not do anything) but some can 

contribute to disease if they copy into the middle of a gene that is 

important and cause it to become mutated.

HONORS

http://www.dnalc.org/resources/3d/chr11.html




Cells that have two sets of each chromosome (like most human cells) are said 
to be diploid  (di = 2)

Sex cells that have just one set of each chromosome are said to be haploid 

• Human gametes (sex cells) are haploid and form a diploid cell when the 
sperm fertilizes (fuses with) the egg

Cells that always have just one set of 
chromosomes are monoploid (mono = 1)

Cells that have three or more sets of 
chromosomes are polyploid

• 3 sets of chromosomes = triploid

• 4 sets of chromosomes = tetraploid 

• Strawberries have 8 sets of 
chromosomes = octoploid

Chromosome Ploidism KNOW 

this slide!



• The Y makes the Guy 

All fetuses start out as 
females (hence the reason 
males have nipples)

 The SRY gene on the Y 
chromosome switches on 
at about 5 weeks of 
development and, in turn, 
switches on other genes 
that cause the fetus to start 
developing into a male

Chromosomes

Check it out!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1Kdoja3hlk



Just for Fun

The rest of the slides in this presentation show 

gene maps for all 22 human autosomes and 

both sex chromosomes (X and Y)


















































